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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

SELECTED ECONOMIC RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN U. S.
MEAT IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC BEEF PRICE

by
John Julius Wae Iti

The United States has recently been importing 
increasing volumes of livestock and meat products. This 
study was designed to ascertain the origin, amount and 
classes of meat being imported, to describe United States 
barriers to meat imports and .their effect on meat trade;- 
and to examine the economic relationships between meat 
imports and the domestic beef price.

The primary class of meat imported in recent years 
has been frozen boneless beef from Australia and New Zealand. 
The domestic supply of low grade processing beef has been 
diminishing in recent years relative to increasing demand. 
Imports have augmented domestic supplies of lew grade beef 
and have been utilized with domestic supplies of higher 
quality beef in processing, thus providing an additional 
use for domestic beef.

The price effects of total beef imports at both the 
retail and the farm levels were estimated at various stages 
of the cattle cycle by using previously established price 
flexbility coefficients. Imports were found to have a

vili



price depressing effect which is greatest during periods 
when beef prices are rising„ Since imports tend to rise 
with rising domestic prices and to fall with falling prices, 
they help to dampen fluctuations in the cattle cycle and 
therefore help to provide a greater degree of stability 
in the industry0

The magnitude of changes in the production of 
competing products may be sufficient to affect beef prices 
as much as do imports„ The production patterns of products 
such as pork sometimes aggravate cyclical fluctuations in 
beef prices whereas imports tend to modify them.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Problem Situation

The production and sale of meat animals is of 
major importance to the United States economy. Meat animal
sales account for one-third of gross farm receiptss return-

' 1ing over $11 billion to livestock producers in 1961. The 
production of meat animals involves other sectors of agri
culture including producers of grains and forage 9 and meat 
is a major competitor with other types of agricultural 
products on the market.

Beef, pork,,, and mutton and lamb constitute major parts 
of diets in the United States. According to Breimyer, the 
factors responsible for increasing meat consumption in the 
United. States have been rising national income, shifts in 
population distribution (from east to west and from rural to 
urban)j increased size of stores and retailing firms, self-
service displays of meats, increased advertising and promotion,

2and federal grading of meat. Per capita consumption of all

^Agricultural Marketing Service, USDA, Livestock and 
Meat Statistics. Supplement for 1961 to Statistical Bulletin 
No. 230 (Washington, June 1962), pp. 31-39.

2H. F. Breimyer, Demand and Price for Meat. USDA 
Technical B#ll#t-in n#. 1253 (Washington, 1 9 6 1 ) pi 4. ,,
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meat (excluding poultry) rose from 138 pounds in 1951 to 
nearly 167 founds in 1956 and held at 163.7 pounds in 1962.
Beef constituted 54.percent and pork 40 percent pf per capita 
meat consumptipn. The purchase of all theat accounts for 
around 5 percent of consumer disposable income and 25 percent 
of the consumef8s food budget. Though total value of meat 
expenditures has been rising, the proportion of the consumer's 
disposable income spent on meat has been declining slightly 
since 1958.

United States foreign trade in livestock and meats 
is sizable and has been growing in importance. Meat imports 
have been rising, both in absolute amount and in proportion to 
total meat supply. #ith respect to the quantity of meat 
imported, the United States is second only to the United 
Kingdom.3 . : ■

On a carcass weight equivalent basis, gross United
States meat imports were 1,804 million pounds in 1962 as
■■■'• ' ; : ' : i ■ " acompared to a 1950-54 average of 456 million pounds. The

---------- Economic Research Service, USDA, Livestock and Meat 
Situation (Washington. May 1963). p. 26. 

oBreimyer, p. 4.
3Foreign Agricultural Service, USDA, Prospects for 

Foreign Trade in Livestock and Meat (Washington, January 1963),
p. 4. , : : — —  =

4Compiled from FAS, USDA, Livestock and Meat Statistics. 
Statistical Bulletin 230 (Washington, July 1958), p. 230 and ERS, 
USDA,.Livestock and Meat Situation. May 1963. p. 24.
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proportion of the total supply of meat from imports has
fluctuated in the 1950 to 1960 period from a low of less
than 2 percent in 1956 to a high of 4.5 percent in 1959

1with an upward trend during that period. On a product 
weight basis> gross beef imports amounted to an all time 
high of 10.6 percent of total production in 1962 as opposed

2to only 4.7 percent in 1950 and a low of 1.6 percent in 1955. 
Other meat imports have also been rising in recent years.
Gross imports of pork and lamb and mutton rose from zero

oin 1947 tb 216 and 143 million pounds respectively in 1962.
Live animal imports are also important. United States
i - •imports of feeder steers from Canada and Mexico totaled over 

one million head in 1961, a level exceeded only by a total 
of 1.15 million in 1958. However, United States imports or 
sheep and hogs are insignificant relative to total supplies.
In contrast to the steady to upward trend in cattle imports, 
United States cattle exports including breeding stock have

' Abeen declining since 1959.

1Breimyer, p. 7.
^ERS, USDA, Livestock and Meat Situation. May 1963, 

pp. 20, 24.
^USDA. Agricultural Statistics. 1961 (Washington. 1962)„ 

p. 367 and ERS. USDA. Livestock and Meat Situation. May 1963, 
p. 24.

^FAS, USDA, Prospects for Foreign Trade in Livestock 
and Meat. p. 10.



Since World War II, world livestock and meat produc
tion has been increasing rapidly. During the same period, 
improved world living standards have enabled per capita 
consumption of meat in many countries to increase. Supplies 
bf mutton and lamb and beef in Australia, New Zealand, Ireland, 
Mexico and Central America have been increasing and are 
expected to continue to do so in the future. The supplies 
will help to meet a continuing strong demand for processing 
meat in the United States.̂  The United States presently
receives all the available supply of boning type beef and

2young boneless veal from New Zealand.
The world expansion in livestock numbers has been 

encouraged by favorable prices and a rising demand for meat.
In Australia alone, livestock numbers have increased by one-

3third since the beginning of World War II. Supplies of lamb 
and mutton in Australia, New Zealand, Ireland, Mexico and 
Central America are expected to continue to grow. Total 
meat production in 41 countries reporting data on slaughter 
set a new record in 1962, reflecting the increase in world

^Ibid., p. 1.
2G. J. Sims and D. R. Bishop, New Zealand* s Livestock 

and Meat Industry and the United States Producer, FAS, USDA, 
FAS-M-67 (Washington, July 1960), p. 1.

G. J. Sims and D. R. Bishop, Australia's Livestock 
and Meat Industry and the United States Producer, FAS, USDA 
FASlM-63 (Washington, October 1959)j p. 1.
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livestock numbers. This output was 2 percent above the
1previous year an<i 26 percent above the 1951-55 average.

A major source of concern to United States livestock 
producers other than increasing "world meat supplies is that 
the European Economic Community has adopted a generally 
protective import control policy for its Own livestock
producers. Other nations throughout the World also dis-

- - 2 criminate in various ways against livestock and meat imports.
In addition some foreign competitors are increasing efforts to
promote sales of their own products in United States markets.
For example, Guatemala opened its second meat export plant in
December 1961. A new shipping service carrying frozen beef
in refrigerated trailers from Guatemala to Miami appears to be
successful. There are presently fi^e /slaughter houses in
operation in Honduras Wiich are sending boneless beef to the

•3United Stat es. Others are being planned in Central Arnefica.
This is not to imply that foreign competitors are 

alone in such actions. The United States maintains its own 
barriers to trade of various sorts. It also conducts active 
campaigns to increase markets for various products and has 
numerous protective and subsidy devices; either direct or

1FAS, USDA, Prospects for Foreign Trade in Livestock 
and Meat„ p. 4.

2Ibid.. pp. 18-22.
3Ibid.. p. 11. :



indirect, which affect the domestic industry’s competitive 
position. Nevertheless, the combination of factors including 
a stable or slightly declining export market for United States 
livestock and livestock products, a rising domestic and world 
livestock inventory, legislated barriers against United States 
livestock and meat exports, and foreign encouragement of live
stock and meat exports to the United States give rise to con* 
cern by United States livestock producers. An editorial in a 
leading cattlemen’s magazine is typical of the feeling of many 
producers.

We firmly believe if is up to our own government 
to give reasonable protection against damaging imports. 
. . .  For quite a number of years, the American National 
Cattlemen’s Association has urged and still urges upon 
Congress a more realistic and effective measure of pro
tection for our own industry from domestic imports.1

While of lesser importance, as indicated above, other 
sectors of the agricultural economy and general economy are 
also concerned about these developments in trade. Any result
ing change in price of meat might conceivably alter consumers’ 
eating habits. In addition, any change in trade patterns
might interfere with attempts of individual countries to

2balance international accounts.

1Editorial. American Cattle Producer. Volume 44,
March 1963, p. 4.

oFor a thorough discussion of balance of payments 
problems see Day and Beza„ Money and Income (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1960), Chapter 29.
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It is with the question of the relative importance 
of the meat trade and its effect on the domestic industry, 
as well as study of barriers to such trade that this report 
will be largely concerned.

Objectives and Methodology

This study is intended to increase information and 
to carry out analysis of data to answer specific questions 
with respect to United States trade in livestock and meat, 
with special emphasis on beef. Questions considered are as 
follows: (1) What is the origin, amount, class, and propor
tion of total domestic supply of meat imported? (2) What are 
United States restrictions on meat imports and how do they 
affect meat trade? (3) What is the relationship between meat 
imports and United States beef prices?

Questions 1 and 2 will be answered by examining and 
interpreting secondary data from various sources. With respect 
to question 3, historical relationships between meat imports 
and domestic prices will be examined. In addition, an attempt
will be made to isolate and determine the effect of imports on

!the cattle industry in the United States.



CHAPTER II

TRENDS, CLASSIFICATIONS, AND ORIGIN 
OF UNITED, STATES MEAT IMPORTS 

SINCE WORLD WAR II

■ Meat Imports and.Exports Since W6f Id War...I-I

Trends in Meat Tfade Volume
In 1948, the United States changed from a net meat 

exporting to a net meat importing natron. This may be 
attributed, at least in part, to an increase in demand for 
meat in the United States as well as to the improved compet
itive position of foreign countries in the production of 
livestock and meat„

On a carcass weight equivalent basis, gross imports 
of beef and veal rose steadily from 20 million pounds in 1946, 
to 484 million pounds in 1951. Following 1951, however, these 
imports declined to a low of |11 million pounds in 1956, then 
rose to an all time high of li,445 million pounds in 1962 
(Table 1 and Figure 1),

From 1948 to 1957, net beef and veal imports fluctuated 
between 94 and 464 million pounds. In 1958, they suddenly 
increased to 860 million pounds from 274 million pounds in the 
previous year. From 1958 to,1962, net beef.and veal imports average



TABLE !„ — Gross and Net Meat Imports, 1945-1962 „a

'Veal 
Net M

Year
Beef: "and 
Gross M

Lamb and 
Gross M

Mutton Pork All Meat
Net M ; Gfos s f M  : Net M Gross M Net M
M-T 114 Pounds

1945 128 - 211 - 28 2 -871 130 -1110
1946 20 - 662 - 21 -480 20 -1163
1947 64 - 133 bb» am - 12 ■ «. =. .132 64 - 277
1948 356 308 3 - 2 1 - 84 360 222
1949 254/ 225 4 1 3 -107 261 151
1950 348 325 3 1 33 - 77 384 249
1951 484 464 7 6 51 - 85 542 385
1952 429 399 6 5 71 - 83 506 321

. 1953 271 211 3 1 164 30 438 242
1954 232 168 2 — ■ 184 79 418 247
1955 229 161 2 1 175 49 406 211
1956 211 94 1 1 151 13 363 106
1957 395 274 4 —  — 144 543 274
1958 909 :.860 24 22 193 75 1126 957
1959 1063 1010 57 55 186 43 1306 1108
1960 775 719 . 50 48 185 47 1010 914
1961 1037 :.979 101 99 187 48 1325 1126
1962 1445 1392 143 140 216 • . 34 ■ , 1804 1616

aCaracass• weight equivalent.
Source: Agricultural Statistics. 1961 and Livestock and Meat Situation.

May 1963.
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nearly 3.8 times more than the average for the previous 10 
post-war years.

Gross imports of lamb and mutton were non-existent 
until 1948. From 1948 through 1957$ th^r varied between 1 
and 7 million pounds. However, since 1948, gross lamb and 
mutton imports have risen sharply. Exports of lamb and mutton 
have been negligible.

Trade in pork differed from beef and lamb in two respects. 
Fir st',-- gross .tmpprts. inefeas:ed; gradually Vrelative?. to 'thSSS? 
of beef and lamb, with the .sharpest increase occurring in 
1953. Though, like beef ,apd lamb, the trendLhfrgross imports 
hasibeen up since 1948, the rise since 1958 has not been as 
sharp as that of beef and lamb. The second difference is 
that the United States did not become a net pork importer 
until 1953. While gross imports of pork have risen fairly 
steadily since 1953, exports have also risen, leaving net 
imports relatively unchanged.

Classification and Composition of Meat Imports and Exports
:? i ~  “  . . .

United States exports of beef and veal on a product 
weight basis (other than live animal exports) declined from
11.8 million pounds in 1949 to 11.b million pounds in 1951.
They then increased to 89.3 million pounds by 1956, declined 
to 24.7 million pounds in 1958, and have since remained 
relatively stable (Appendix Table 1).
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From 1949 through 1952, pickled and cured beef con
stituted the bulk of United States beef and veal exports.
From 1953 through 1955, fresh and frozen exports approximately 
equaled those of|pickled:arid cured, and greatly exceeded them 
in 1956 and 1957. From 1958 to the present, pickled and cured 
exports again constituted the dominant share of the beef and 
veal export trade. Canned beef has accounted for a relatively
small share of total beef exports (Figure 2).

In recent years, beef has constituted the largest pro
portion of gross meat imports ,. amounting to 77 percent in 1962. 
The gain in beef imports since 1955 has been primarily at the 
expense of pork, since imports of other closely competing 
products such as lamb and variety meats, have not been
significant (Figure 3 and Appendix Table 2).

Fresh and frozen beef imports h&Ve cdns'tituted an 
increasing proportion of gross beef imports since 1955, 
amounting to over 90 percent in 1962. During 1951 to 1956, 
canned beef imports exceeded those of fresh and frozen. 
Although after 1956, the absolute amount of canned beef 
imported remained relatively stable,/the proportion relative 
to fresh and frozen imports decline^. Pickled and cured beef 
has recently constituted a relatively small proportion of 
total gross beef imports, and is the only class of beef that 
the United States has continuously exported more than it has 
imported (Figure 4 and Appendix Tables 2 and 3). Over 95
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percent of the fresh and frozen beef imports in 1961, and 
nearly 98 percent in .1962 were boneless beef.̂  This type of 
beef is used almost exclusively for processing,

Beef Imports and Total Beef Supplies

Live Cattle Imports
Total beef supplies in any year include domestic 

production, stocks in cold storage at the beginning of the 
.year and imports. In addition to meat, beef imports include 
live animals. The United States Department of Agriculture 
converts live animal imports to a meat equivalent using 53 
percent of the live animal weight as basis for dressed weight. 
Since 1950, the meat equivalent of live animal imports has 
varied from 91 millionIpounds to 340 million pounds with

Icyclical fluctuations And a?discernible upward trend,
Mhile the proportion of total beef supply constituted 

by live animal imports is extremely low (Table 2), the propor
tion of imports constituted by live animal meat equivalent is 
relatively large. It is difficult, however, to estimate the 
effect of such imports on meat prices since they do not, in 
general, enter the meat markets at the time of importation 
into the country, but following a feeding period. They then 
enter the supply picture as part of total domestic production.

1-ERS, USDA, U. SI Foreign Agricultural Trade by Commodi
ties, Calendar Year (Washihpton June 1963). p . 25.



TABLE 2 „»«Beef R e la t iv e  t© To ta l; U iiibed  StatreS S u p p ly ,• -495©^t'dSS.*3 -

"Production 
Minus 

Year Live
Animal.
Importsb

..Live. 
Animal^ : 
Imports *c

Beef Total 
Carry ..m t y . Imports Imports

Pgduc- Imparts l Supply Praducf
tl0n tlon tien

fetal 
:U. S. Beef

Beef Total 
Imports Imports 
as 7o of as % of 
Total Total 
Supply Supply

-Million Pounds
1950 10607 157 10764 348
1951 9805 91 9896 484
1952 10772 47 10819 429
1953 13891 62 13953 271
1954 14575 35 14610 232
1955 15054 93 15147 229
1956 16051 43 16094 211
1957 15507 221 15728 395
1958 14176 ' 340 14516 909
1959 14397 191 14588 1063
1960 15670 163 15833 775
1961 16091 250 16341 1037
1962 16031 280 16311 1445

137 11249 3,23
—-Percentage —— - 

4,7 3.09 4.49
161 10541 4,89 5.8 4,59 5.45
449 11697 3.97 4.4 3.67 4.07 ■
286 14510 1.94 : 2,4 1.87 2.29
270 15112 1,59 1.8 1.54 1.77
208 ■ 15584 1.51 2.1- 1.47 2.13
224 - '16 5#  v 1:31 1.6 1.28 1.54
264 16387 2,51 3.9 2.41 3.76
147 15572 6, 26 8.6 5.84 8.02
190 15841 7.29 8.6 . 6.71 7.92
212 16920 4:89 : 5 ; 9 ' 4.61 5.58
184 17562 6.35 7.9 5.90 7.33
211 17967 8.86 10.6 8.04 9.60

Carcass weight equivalent.
ÎtopOrts oh meat equivalent basis.
cAssumes live animals are slaughtered during the same period as imported.
Source: Compiled from Livestock and Meat Situation. May 1963, Stat. Bulletin 230

and 1961 Supplement to Livestock and Meat Statistics. June 1962.
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Proportion of Total Beef Supply Constituted by Imports
Domestic beef supplies in any one year consist of total

previous year and beef imports. It is assumed that live animal 
imports enter the picture as domestic slaughter during the 
same year as imports. Beef imports from 1950 to 1962.reached a 
high 4.59 percent of total supply in 1951 and declined to a 
low of 1.28 percent in 1956. The proportion rose to an all 
time high of over 8 percent in 1962. Beef imports as a pro
portion of production reached an all time high in 1962 of 8.86 
percent (Table 2).

The origin of beef imports has recently been changing. 
In 1956 Argentina and Canada accounted for over 75 percent of 
United States beef imports (excluding live animal imports).
The combined share of total United States beef imports shipped 
by both countries has declined steadily and in 1962 amounted 
to less than 8 percent of total United States beef imports.
In contrast, the combined share of shipments by Australia and 
New Zealand steadily increased from 6 percent to 68 percent 
during the same period (Figure 5 and Appendix Tables 5 through

the changing classes of beef imported by the United States.

domestic beef slaughtered, cold storage carryover from the

Origin of Imports

12).
This changing pattern may be partially explained by
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In 1956 less than 30 percent of United States beef imports 
were fresh or ffrozen in contrast to 65 percent canned. In 
1962 the proportion of beef imports was 91 percent fresh or 
frozen and nearly 9 percent canned. Argentina ships no fresh 
or frozen beef to the United States whereas nearly all ship
ments of beef and veal from Australia and New Zealand are 
frozen. In addition, the meat agreement between Australia 
and the United Kingdom was modified in 1958 to allow Australia 
to ship unlimited amounts of mutton and lamb and lower grade 
beef to markets other than the United Kingdom."®" After 1961 
there were no restrictions on Australian exports of beef to 
any destination.

Trade patterns in lamb and mutton and pork have changed 
little from 1956 to 1962. The United States has consistently 
imported about 90 percent of its lamb and mutton from Australia 
and New Zealand with a ratio of about 70 percent from Australia 
and 20 percent from New Zealand (Appendix Tables 13 through 16).

The United States has consistently imported about one- 
third of its pork from Canada and two-thirds from Europe. Most 
of the imports from Europe have been hams, shoulders and bacon 
from Denmark, the Netherlands and Poland. The pork imports 
from Canada have been predominately fresh, chilled or frozen.

®"ERS, USDA, Australia1 s .•Agricultural Production and 
Trade Policies Affecting United States Farm Exports, Foreign 
Agricultural Economic Report No. 3 (Washington, December 1961), 
p 51.



CHAPTER III 

RESTRICTIONS, COSTS, AND PROCEDURES T..JITH 

RESPECT TO UNITED STATES MEAT IMPORTS 

Import Restrictions 

The Tariff Structure 

The United States maintains various barriers such 

as tariffs and sanitary restrictions against meat and live-

stock shipments from foreign countries. The tariff is a 

fixed charge per pound levied by the United States govern-

ment on all meat and livestock entering the country, with 

the intent being to raise the cost of foreign goods to 

domestic consumers, thereby protecting domestic producers. 

In order to be competitive in U. S. markets foreign supplies 

of meat therefore must assume both the cost of transportation 

and the tariff barrier. 

There are two primary tariff rates in operation for 

each class of meat product. The countries involved in the General 

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)1 are subject to special rates 

which are lower than for countries not participating in GATT (Table 3) 

1For a complete description of GATT, see Eric Hyndham 
T~ite, GATT as an International Trade Organization (Geneva: 
Secretariat of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, 
August 1961) and The General A reement on Tariffs and Trade, 
t.Jhat GATT is and tfuat GATT Has Done Geneva: Secretariat of 
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, 1962). 
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TABLE 3.--Tariff Rates Applicable to Some -Meats Imported into
tHe United States.

Commodity Unit

Cattle
Less than 200 lbs Pound
200-700 lbs Pound
More than 700 lbs Pound

Sheep and Lambs Per head
Hogs Pound

1930 
Tariff Act

2-1/26!
2- 1/20
30
$3 each 20

GATT

1- 1/20
2- 1/20
1- 1/20
75010

Meat Products
Fresh9 chilled, or 
Frozen
Beef-Bone in or Pound
Boneless

Veal Pound
Pork Pound
Mutton Pound
Lamb Pound
Edible Offal Pound
Chickens Pound
Turkeys Pound

60 30
60 30
2-1/20 1-1/40
50 2-1/20
70 3-1/20
60 1-1/40
20% min. 5.4% min.
100 30
100 8.50

Prepared or 
Preserved Meats 
Canned beef Pound

Beef &  Veal, 
Pickled or 

. Cured

BacOn, Hams, 
Shoulders and 
Other Pork 

Pork Sausage 
Canned, cooked and 
Boned Hams and

Pound

Pound

Pound
Pound

60
20% min.

60
'o min.

3-

3-1/40
3-1/40

30 Argentina,
. Paraguay, GATT 
15% Min. Argepw.' 
tina, Paraguay, 
GATT 

30 Argentina, 
"Paraguay, GATT 
10% min. Argen
tina, Paraguay, 
GATT20

1-5/80
3-1/40

Source: U. S. Department of Commerce, Schedule A Import
Duty Book.
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The rate on fresh or frozen beef and veal applicable 
to countries participating in GATT is $.03 per pound. The 
rate on canned beef applicable to countries participating in 
GATT plus Argentina and Paraguay is 15 percent of the value 
of the product in the U. S. FOB port but not below $.03 per 
pound. The rate on pickled and cured beef applicable to 
these countries is 10 percent of the value of the product 
and not below $.03 per pound. Flexible rates spch as these 
prevent the tariff from diminishing relative to the value of 
the product in the event of rising product prices. Rates on 
pork range from $.0125 per pound on fresh, chilled or frozen 
pork to $.0325 per pound on preserved hams and shoulders.

Though the effect of the tariff on meat is to raise 
the price of foreign imports to the domestic consumer and so 
limit competition for the United States livestock industry, 
many producers feel that the tariff rates are not high enough. 
An editorial in the American Cattle Producer states, "As far 
as beef is concerned, it is now "protected” by a duty about 
as low as it can get and stil,! remain a digit. . . . j1’*- The 
cattle producers, in arguing for a higher tariff, resort to 
the traditional argument of the protectionist. ””Import 
competition, must be regulated . . . Unrestricted sales of 
lower priced foreign products in the United States will

1Editorial. American Cattle Producer. Vol. 43,
October 1961, p. 4. ,
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destroy the capacity of United States industry to provide
• 1jobs for a growing population in an automated economy,M 

This argument, of course, neglects the fact that to export, 
a country must also import. Curbing United States meat 
imports from some countries may result in loss of United 
States markets for industrial goods to the same countries.
It is also difficult to follow the rationalization put forth 
by some producers for a high tariff on meat, while opposing 
price supports on other agricultural commodities.

0 . o Government paternalism keeps spreading out 
into more and more corners of agriculture and business.

The free traders will say right here that tariff 
protection also amounts to a '"crutch".

We deny this. Tariffs are a device that is used 
to protect industries from outside competition vhich 
they could never hope to meet without protection.2

Though it is beyond the scope of this study to 
determine the extent to which the tariff limits imports, it 
would seem that this charge in addition to the transportation 
charges from Australia or New Zealand would require the 
foreign beef price to be considerably under the United States 
price before beef shipment is to the United States would occur.
If the goal of producers is to limit imports, they are rational

1Editorial, American Cattle Producer. Vol. 43, January
1962, p. 6i 

2Ed
1962, p. 4.

2 •Editorial, American Cattle Producer. Vol. 44, October
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in striving for higher tariffs on meat. However9 to deter
mine the extent to which higher tariffs would limit imports, 
it would be necessary to consider the price alternatives 
available to the foreign suppliers and the marketing costs 
involved with respect to each alternative.

Sanitary Regulations and Inspection Procedures
Imports of meat and live animals tend to be restricted 

by other means than tariffs or quotas. For example, the Secre
tary of Agriculture is required to notify the Secretary of the 
Treasurer and to give public notice if he determines that foot- 
and-mouth disease or rinderpest disease exists in any foreign 
country. Imports of fresh, chilled, or frozen beef, veal, 
mutton, lamb or pork from such countries are prohibited. Coun
tries presently affected by these regulations are the majority 
of South American countries.

Regulations also state that:
No meat of any kind shall be imported into the 

United States unless such meat in healthful, whole
some, and fit for human food and contains no dye, 
chemical preservative, or insecticide which renders 
such meat unhealthful, unwholesome, or unfit for 
human food, and unless such meat also complies with 
the rules and regulations made by the Secretary of 
Agriculture.1

Upon crossing the border, a shipment of meat is taken 
into custody of the United States Btjreau of Customs. It may 
not be released from customs to the consignee prior to

1 . •Bureau of the Census, United States Department of
Commerce, Schedule A Import Duty Book (Washington, July 1957),
p. C. R. 276.
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inspection by the Meat Inspection Division of the USDA to 
determine êthfej: such meat is healthful, wholesome, and fit 
for human consumption. The usual procedure is to deliver 
the meat immediately to inspection facilities located near 
the border. However, authority may be given by the Meat 
Inspection Service for inspection at the importer's premises 
or some oth^r place not under customs supervision. In this 
event, special precautions are taken to ensure that meat is

- idelivered to the inspection site without being tampered with. 
At the inspection site, a 1 to 5 percent sample of the meat 
is taken, depending on the sanitation record of the seller’s 
previous shipments. If a variety of cuts constitute the 
shipment, at least one sample of each cut is taken. If the 
meat is frozen, the sample is thawed previous to inspection. 
The meat is carefully inspected for foreign matter and defects 
which detract from its wholesomeness. Examples of causes for 
rejection and return to the seller are blood clots, cysts, 
parasites, and dirt of any kind.^

Sanitary restrictions, in some instances, do not 
represent a severe barrier to foreign meat shipments. However 
the necessity of the foot-and-mouth disease and rinderpest 
disease embargo has been questioned.

1For details of the provision, see Ibid.. p. C. R. 277
9Interview with John E. Irrihoff, Meat Inspector, Meat 

Inspection Division, Nogales, Arizona, July 16, 1963.



Before 1930 the Bureau [of Animal Industry] had 
full authority to impose against any country or part 
of a country found to be infected, but country-wide 
embargoes are now mandatory.

This measure seems unnecessarily severe as an 
instrument for economic as well as sanitary protec
tion. The legislation was pushed by livestock 
interests in the United States and opposed by the 
Department of Agriculture.

The Secretary of Agriculture wrote to the Committee 
on Ways and Means in 1929:

It is the view of this department that this 
section is entirely unnecessary, since the depart
ment already has adequate laws to prevent the 
importation of cattle and cattle hides which will 
tend to the introduction or spread of contagious 
or infectious disease among the cattle and other 
livestock of the United States.2

Producers are emphatic in their intent to maintain 
sanitary barriers which they feel benefit them economically

The cattlemen urged [at convention at Tampa, 
Florida] that no change be made in our present 
sanitary laws or regulations,that would permit 
imports of cattle or beef from so-called "free 
zones" in any foot-and-mouth infected countries.̂

■*"Don D. Humphrey. American Imports (New York: The
Twentieth Century Fund, 1955), pp. 204-205.

2U. S. Congress, House, Committee on Ways and Means 
Hearings. 70th Cong., XVI, 9952.

Editorial. American Cattle Producer. Vol. 43, 
February 1962, p. 4,
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1Costs and Procedures of Meat Importation

Because of the many contacts that must be made in 
: sending a shipment of meat across the border, the shipper 
operates through a licensed customhouse broker, The broker 
is acquainted with the contacts that must be made and the 
procedures that must be followed. He, in turn, charges a 
fee for his services. There are also various administrative 
charges accrued in an international shipment of meat (Table 4). 
The largest proportion of the administrative cost of shipping 
beef across the border, 85 percent in the example cited, con
sists of the tariff charges. The charges for inspection room 
preparation vary with the size of the sample and labor required 
to prepare the sample for inspection. The broker’s commission, 
of course, varies with the size of the shipments involved. Con
sumption entry fee, immediate delivery permit, and customs 
inspection are flat fees charged per load of beef.

The transportation costs are not considered in, the 
administrative costs, and of course, vary with the size of 
shipments and distance from which it is shipped. The total 
charges per pound for the shipment cited are nearly $.035 in

^For a description of procedures involved in livestock 
imports, see Richard C. Coutchie..An Economic Study of the 
Importation of Mexican Cattle into Arizona (Unpublished Master’s 
Thesis, Department of Agricultural Economics, University of 
Arizona, 1957).
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TABLE 4.— Costs of Shipping a Load of Beef into the United 
States Through Nogales, Arizona, July 1963a

Consumption Entry Fee $ 3.50
Immediately Delivery Permit 1.50
Labor and Cargadores for U. S. Customs
Inspection 5.00

U. S. I#port Duties 37,935 lbs. at 3^ lbs. 1138.05
Inspection Room Preparation, Unload, etc. 160.00
Commission 12.50

TOTAL $1320.55

^Costs based on basis of 646 cartons frozen beef, 
560 boneless, 86 bone in (37,935 lbs.).

Source: Manuel A. Enciso, Licensed Custom House
Broker, Nogales, Arizona.
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addition to whatever transportation charges are involved and 
any other charges incurred on the Mexican side of the border.

In addition to actual costs of international shipping, 
customs regulations act, to an extent, as deterrents to inter
national shipments. Some major problems involved are classi
fication, valuation , and marking * According to Humphrey,
"The customs classification is hopelessly complex. The 
valuation formulas are unnecessarily costly and almost
impossible to apply equitably. The marking requirements are

■ "1a bobby trap for the unwary.” Delays arising in the process 
of valuation may prevent the exporter from meeting delivery 
date, cause him to suffer loss due to a price change of cause 
other complications. The possibility of a Shipment of meat 
failing inspection is ever present.

These factors constitute a considerable barrier to 
imports that are not measurable as are tariffs and other 
tangible costs. According to Humphrey, the opportunity for 
appeal does little to relieve the problem.

Though the customs law afford liberal opportunity 
for appeal from administrative decision, the system 
suffers from the disadvantage that appeal to the 
courts involves both expense and delay. The delay 
sometimes extends to several years and not uncommonly 
to periods between six months and two years. Delay, 
uncertainty, and cost of litigation constitute a 
barrier to trade.2

^Humphrey, p. 188. 
2Ibid.. p. 196.



CHAPTER IV

CYCLICAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN UNITED STATES 
BEEF PRICE AND MEAT IMPORTS

Structural- Features -of the 
in.. S, Livestock Industry

Fluctuations in Cattle Numbers
The livestock industry is characterized by economic 

conditions that approach pmr# competition. One of these 
conditions is the presence of a large number of Sellers, 
each of which face an almost perfectly horizontal demand 
cutve with respect to the sale of meat animals„ Thus, each 
individual seller exercises no significant control over price 
fed products of the numerous producers are of sufficient homo 
geneity to be subjected to grading. In addition, ease of 
entry and exit, to and from the industry; help make it highly 
competitive.

In addition to the purely competitive characteristics 
of the livestock industry, there are important biological 
factors influencing the production process. Decisions to 
produce and t̂o sell are separated by a considerable time 
span and the production process cannot readily be turned 
on and off in response to changing conditions, For example, 
the initial decision of a cattleman to breed more hSifers 
and the following processes of breeding, gestation, birth,



waning and feeding :out require a minimum of 2.5;;t©' 3 yearsv « 
Hence, the consequences ©f decisions made in one period are 
not reflected in the market until several periods later.

A major requirement of pure competition which is not
1characteristic of the livestock industry is perfect knowledge. 

Producers do not have the information or the ability to fore
cast with certainty, at the beginning of a production period, 
the price at which the end product will be so Id, Because of 
the absence of reliable information regarding future price, 
producers tend to bask plans on present prices. This phe-

r-nomen results in unstable cattle numbers, slaughter and 
prices.

In the event of high cattle prices, producers may 
breed more cows and heifers in order to increase the next 
calf crop and to take advantage of expected continuing high 
prices . As cows and heif ers are held back by -a ' large:# number 
of producers making similar decisions, the market supply of 
beef is further diminished and prices continue to rise,
When the first of the increased calf crop hits the market i
in three to four years, the price increase slows down and 
prices eventually turn downward. ■Producers become less 
optimistic and may breed fewer cows and market more heifers.
The se actio ns, when taken by a large: number of producers,

^Though pure and perfect competition are-used inter
changeably in this analysis, it is recognized that some writers- 
treat perfect knowledge as a necessary condition for perfect, 
but not pure competition.



further depress prices and discourage producers from expanding 
herds. Marginal producers may leave the beef business entirely.

Because of the time span involved in the production 
process and the lack of perfect knowledge regarding future 
prices, any extremes in price fluctuation tend to bring about 
extremes in production decisions. Windfall prices and profits 
stimulate production and attract marginal producers. On the 
other hand, severe price declines result in heavy reductions 
in production. Conceivably, if the rises and falls in prices 
are less pronounced, the adjustments in production are likely 
to be less severe. According to one author,

Successive booms and busts-— the expansion phases 
and the liquidation phases of cattle cycles— have been 
the greatest economic burden of the cattle industry 
over the years. Obviously, the goal of the industry 
should be to exert every effort toward smoothing out 
these cyclical ups and doWns.1

Exogenous forces may also act to modify fluctuations 
in cattle numbers. For example, drought in an extensive area 
may cause producers to reduce their breeding herd, accentua
ting falling prices or dampening rising prices. The subsequent 
reduced calf crop, however, would have the Opposite effect on 
prices.

Other outside forces acting on the cattle cycle are 
changes in production and prices of pork and other meats.
An increase in pork production during a downward trend in

iHerell DeGraff, Beef Production and Distribution 
(Norman: University Of Oklahoma ’Press, 1960), p. 43.



cattle prices may'accentuate a price drop„ If, oil the other 
hand, an increase in production of pork or some other com
petitive product occurs during rising cattle prices, the :

-price rise may be dampened.
Wars and depressions are additional forces that act 

on fluctuations in cattle numbers and prices. A prolonged 
depression might prevent the replacement of resources 
utilized in livestbck production as well as result in a 
lower demand for meat. Wars, on the other hand, increase 
demand for meats to the extent that production may be 
increased over a considerable time period.

Of the ■ exogenous factors that act oh f luctuations 
in U.S. cat tie numbers., imports are probably the most 
responsive to changing conditions. Whereas wars, depressions 
and drought act on the cattle cycle in a random manner, imports 
would be expected to smooth out the extremes in cattle prices, 
During rising prices then, imports are hypothesized to rise, 
thus dampening price increases to the extent that subsequent 
price declines would not be as severe as if there had been 
no imports.

It would further be expected that the relationship 
between various classes of beef prices changes during the 
course of the cattle cycle. There are forces on both the 
supply and demand side that would tend to raise the price 
of low grade beef in proportion to price of higher quality



beef during rising cattle prices. On the supply sidd, 
producers will tend to hold back cows for the purpose of 
building up their herds. On the demand side, as retail 
beef prices rise, consumers with limited meat budgets would 
conceivably purchase increasing quantities of lower grade or 
processed meats and fewer more expensive cuts such as steaks 
and roasts. The net result of such a decrease in the supply 
of and increase in demand for lower grade beef is a higher 
price relative to that of high grade beef as price of beef, 
in general, rises.

Trends in Cattle Numbers and Price
The long run trends of slaughter, cattle price and 

cattle numbers have been rising since 1921 (Figure 6). Super
imposed on this trend, however, are cyclical fluctuations of 
all three. There have been several distinct periods when 
prices and slaughter; have moved in opposite directions such 
as in the period from 1921 to 1939. During this period, 
price increases were accompanied or slightly preceded by 
decreases in cattle numbers. During the World War II period, 
both prices and slaughter increased as producers strived to 
take advantage of high prices stimulated by wartime demand.

Following World War II the cyclical nature of produc
tion again became apparent. Prices rose to an all time high 
in 1951, while slaughter reached a relatively low level.
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Prices declined from 1951 to 1956, then rose to 1959. Slaughter 
meanwhile moved in theopposite direction of pricesCyclical 
changes in prices and slaughter have, during ^ost-#orld War 
II years, centered around changes in cattle numbers, a 
build-up in number s having accompanied an . lhc%base\'Mb'gelaught er 
and a decrease in price*

According to USDA writers, the nature of the increase 
in cattle numbers beginning in 1958 is different from that 
beginning in 1949. The 1949 build-up was achieved by holding 
back heifers from slaughter as well as by holding back older 
cows. However, the build-up which began in 1958 has occurred 
mainly because of a cutback in cow slaughter. This may be 
explained by the fact that the cattle feeding industry has 
created a strong demand for feeder heifers. As a result, 
future increases in cattle numbers will likely be more
gradual than during the previous build-up as older cows

1 ' • 
will have to be replaced.

The Cattle Cycle. Beef Price. and Imports

Imports of beef have constituted roughly from 2 to 10 
percent of total supplies during the past 10 years. Imports, 
then, are an important part of the volume sold and have an 
effect on prices and on producer decisions. Thus, they tend

1ERS, USDA, Livestock and Meat Situation (Washington, 
November 1962), p. 11. *



to influence the cattle cycle, depending on the pattern of 
entry. From 1950 to 19.62, changes in all meat imports 
tended to follow the direction of changes in meat prices 
(Figure 7). Similar patterns Occured with respect to the 
directional movements of beef prices and beef imports 
(Figure .8 ) „

An overall glance at the comparison of beef prices 
and beef imports suggests that a given price change has evoked 
a greater response in years following 1957 than'in years 
previous to 1957. It also appears that upward price changes 
have evoked greater responses in imports, than have downward 
changes.

The percentage changes of imports and prices in 
both directions were averaged for the periods 1951 to 1956
and 1957 to 1962 when responses of imports were in the same

Xdirection as that of price change. The ratio of percentage 
change of imports to percentage change in price, ,(̂  price^^
was 2.3 for the period 1951 to 1956 and 10.1 for the period
1957 to 1962 (Table 5). This indicates that imports of beef
were more responsive to price -changes after 1957 than in 
years previous to 1957. The percentage increases and 
decreases in quantity relative to price for the entire 
period,excluding the two years ’When imports and beef prices

■̂ Import changes were in the same direction as price 
changes in all years except 1955'and 1956.
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TABLE 5.--Annual Changes in Beef Imports and Beef Carcass Price,

Average Average 
Number Change Change %A

Responses in 
upward direc
tion 1951 to 
1962a

Responses in 
downward 
direction 
1951 to 1962

Responses in 
either direc
tion 1951 to 
1954

ises in 
either direc
tion 1957 to 
1962

in Imports in Price %A Price

57.5

22.4

25.4

55.7

Percent
8.2

7.3

11.4

5.5

6.8

2.3

10.1

The years 1955 and 1956 during which price and imports 
changed in opposite directions were omitted from the analysis.
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moved in opposite directions, were 6.8 for years in which both 
price and imports increased and 3.G for years in which both 
price and imports decreased. This indicates that imports have 
been more 'responsive to price increases than to price decreases.

A possible explanation for the greater response of 
imports to price in years subsequent to 1957 is that the 
amounts of available foreign supplies may have risen to the 
extent that there is a greater tendency to ship to the United 
States. Also development of trade cchaimels and communication 
may have facilitated a greater response in recent years. Similar 
reasoning may explain the greater responsiveness of imports 
to price increases than decreases. Once international contacts 
are made, meat may continue to be shipped in spite of lower 
prices. Greater foreign supplies may also create pressure 
to ship to the United States regardless of price drops.
Hence, the foreign supply of beef to the United States takes 
the form of a supply function which is more elastic with 
respect to price during rising than falling prices.

In addition, the price structure for meat in the 
United States may be such that United States farmers find it 
uneconomical to produce low quality beef. The abundant sup
plies of feed grains combined with feeding techniques by 
tifoich low quality animals may be fed to choice grade are 
reasons why the production of high grade beef may be more 
desirable than the production of low grade beef. In contrast,



countries, such as Australia, that have limited supplies of 
feed grains may find it more economical to limit production 
to lower grade beef = The result is a comparative advantage 
for United States producers for the production of high quality 
beef and A comparative advantage (or least comparative dis
advantage) for Australian producers for the production of 
low quality beef.

An examination of the relationship between cow 
prices and prices of all cattle reveals that during rising 
cattle prices, the ratio of cow prices to all cattle prices 
increases (Figure 9). This suggests that during periods of 
rising beef prices, the demand for low quality beef increases 
relative to the supply.

It also appears that in later years, the ratio of 
cow prices to all beef prices has remained high during falling 
beef prices„ This reflects the declining numbers of cows 
slaughtered in comparison to United States population (Table 
6), Possible reasons for such a decline is that recently 
increasing dairy and beef cow longevity results in fewerrcows 
being marketed. This, combined With the fact that a greater 
proportion of animals are being fed to higher grades, adds 
to the increase in price of low grade beef relative to other 
grades and the tendency to import more of this class.
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TABLE 6.— United States Cow Slaughter Under Federal Inspection
per 1,000 U. S« Population

Year Number Slaughter 
rPer 1,000 Persons

1956

1957

1958

39.2

35.2 

26.0

1959

1960

1961

1962

21.6

24.5

22,0

22,8

Source- Compiled from USDA, Supplement to Livestock 
and Meat Statistics and U. S, Department of Commerce,.Statistical 
Abstract. 1962.



Price Elasticities of Demand and Price Flexibility 
Coefficients for Beef

The concepts of price elasticity of demand and price 
flexibility are useful for exp la ining, ̂r e la t ion ship s between 
price of a commodity and quantity taken.^ The concepts will 
be used in this analysis as a basis for making empirical 
estimates of the effect of beef imports on domestic beef 
price.

Several studies have been made with the purpose of
determining elasticity of demand for beef. Results summarized
by Brandow suggest that the retail demand for beef in the

2inter-war period was slightly less than unity.
A series of studies summarized by Brandow indicates 

that price flexibility coefficients for meat are slightly 
less than unity for the inter-war period and slightly greater 
than unity during the post-war period. Estimates for individual 
meats and the meat group led to the following price flexibility

■̂ Price elasticity of demand (Ep) is written mathematically 
The price flexibility coefficient is the reciprocal of the 

coefficient of price elasticity of demand.
17 Rvafi/irkT.i T n l - i — vci 1 a  +-4 rtncl-i"i t~*c • Amrv-nr. ^ —  a ^  ”
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coefficients for the period 1955 to 1957.^
Beef r-1.15
Veal - *65
Pork -1*40
Lamb and Mutton - „45
Chicken - .95
Turkey - *75
All red and poultry -1.68
meats

There is some difference of opinion as to whether
price elasticity of demand for meat is greater in the long
run than in the short run. A study by Tomek and Cochrane
concludes that there is not a significant difference in

2estimates for the two periods. Brandow concludes that 
"With the usual range of relative prices, retail demand 
elasticities for meats from annual data can be interpreted 
as long run elasticities, For purposes of this study, 
empirical estimates of elasticities based on annual data 
will be considered valid for the long run and vice versa.

In the estimation of the effect that imports of beef 
have on domestic beef prices, several simplifying assumptions 
must be made;

a. There appears to be sufficient evidence thus far 
to conclude that imports of beef are related to domestic

^Ibid. » pp. 31-32.
2W. G. Tomek apd W. W. Cochrane,**Long kun Demand; A 

Concept, and Elasticity Estimates' for Meats,?! Journal of Farm 
Economics. Vol. XLIV (Manasha,Wisconsin, August 1962), pp. 117-130.

^Brandow, p. 35.
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prices of beef. However, in the estimation of the effect
of imports on price, imports must be considered an exo-

\•genous variable affecting domestic retail price,X
b. It is assumed, temporarily, that the computed 

price flexibility coefficients for beef hold for imports 
as well as for domestic supplies, (This means that 
imports are taken to be of the same character as the 
meat entering computation of price flexibility. While 
this undoubtedly is not precisely true, the error 
involved is not considered significant.)

c. All beef imports are marketed at retail during 
the marketing year in which they are imported, though 
the form in which they are marketed may change.

d. Computed price flexibility coefficients are 
assumed to be accurate over a range of points. Though, 
in actuality, the coefficient would change with a varia
tion in points, the change over a limited range should 
be small.

Assume that beef imports in some year represent an 
increase of 5 percent of the domestic supply of beef» With 
a price flexibility coefficient of 1.15, retail prices of 
beef in the United States would, as a result of imports, be 
depressed 5,75 percent from what they would have been had 
there been no .impoirts. In any single year, this method could 
copceivabiy be used to estimate the price effects of imports.
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However, it does not take into account changes in producer
decisions that may have been induced by dampened prices.

Assume, in Figure 10, that curve A represents prices
of cattle over time with no imports to modify the cycle.
Curve B represents prices with imports. This diagram
illustrates that even though price may be depressed in any
one year because of imports, the overall reduction during a
period of years in price of cattle and income to the producer
may be quite small. The difference in prices, (A-B), at a
point in time, in area C,represents decreases in prices to
producers vrtiereas the difference in prices in area D, (B-A),
at a point in time, represents increases in prices attributed
to the effect of imports on the cattle cycle. The difference
in gross income to producers is represented by the summation
of prices times the respective quantities sold in each period

n n
under each of the two conditions. If £ P.Q. > £ p .Q.,

i=l 11 j=l J J
where P̂  = price of beef with imports

= quantity of beef sold with imports 
P. = price of beef with no imports 
Qj = quantity of beef sold with no imports,

then imports have a positive income effect on producers. In 
such a case, even though imports take the edge off rising 
prices, the higher prices received in the trough of the 
modified cycle more than compensate for any income loss 
occurring due to imports taking the edge off rising prices.
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Figure 10.--Hypothetical Effect of Beef Imports on the Cattle Price Cycle.
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Stable cattle prices have advantages for producers 
other than a possible net gain in gross income or at 
least a more stable annual income. It is generally agreed 
among economists that economic instability results in loss 
of potential production through uncertainty and consequent 
mis-allocation of resources. Stable prices aid the producer 
in planning operations and allocation of resources„1

Instability in cattle slaughter also results in excess 
plant capacity for packers„ Because packers must be in posi
tion to handle slaughter during periods of maximum livestock 
salesj they are faced with excess capacity the remainder of 
the time, It is thus possible that more stable cattle
slaughter would allow packers to adopt a more nearly optimum

2scale of plant and operate at lower per unit costs„ At least 
part of this saying would be passed on to the producer«

Retailers and consumers also prefer stable prices. 
Retailers hesitate to change prices, preferring to absorb

. . . "
For a discussion of Adjustment of Production and 

Resource Use to Uncertainty see, E. 0* Heady. .Economics of 
Agricultural Production and Resource Use (Englewood Cliffs; 
Prentice-Hali, 1952), Chapter 17»

For a discussion of scales of plant see Jacob Viner, 
’’Cost Curves and Supply Curves," Readings in Price Theory. ed. 
G. J. Stigler and K. E. Boulding (Homewood, Illinois: Irwin,
1952):
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the difference in a greater or smaller margin. This reitto- 
tance to change the retail price, however, probably is the 
result of the belief that the consumer also prefers stable 
prices. Though the consumer will not resist lower prices, 
he will probably be happier with stable prices than with 
prices that drop temporarily and rise sharply in the near 
future.

Some empirical estimates of the effect of imports on 
United States beef price were made (Table 7). The years 
1952, 1954, 1957, and 1959 were chosen as these were years 
of failing, cyclical low, sharply rising, and cyclical high 
prices, respectively. The price flexibility coefficient of 
-1.15 at the retail level was used. The price effect, as 
would be expected, was greater during high than during low 
prices. However, a given percentage decrease:.in price at 
the retail level is associated %ifh a relatively greater 
percentage decrease at the farm level!

The effect of imports on the farm price of beef was
calculated for the years 1952, 1954, .1957, and 1959 (Table 8).

1The price flexibility coefficient used was -1.586. The 
difference between the actual and estimated price at the 
farm level was approximately one-half the difference at 
retail. However, the percentage change at the farm level

1 ’Brandow, p. 65.



TABLE 7.--Estimated Maximum Effect of Beef Imports on Domestic Retail Price in
Selected Years.a

Year
A,ro D0(-ai1 Total Beef-Imports Percentage 
_ ?•  ̂A11 as a Percentage of Domestic Price <  All Domestic Beef Reduction in

Production Retail Price

Estimated 
Price with No 

Imports

Difference in 
Actual and 
Estimated 
Price

Dollars per cwt. ---  Percent---- Dollars per cwt.
1952 76.5 4.4 5.0 80.5 4.0
1954 61.0 1.8 2.0 62.2 1.2
1957 69.6 3.9 4.5 72.9 3.3
1959 83.0 8.6 9.9 92.2 9.2

^Method of Calculation: Total Beef Imports as a Percentage 
of Domestic Beef Production = . 7oAQ,
1.15 (%AQ) = 7oAP.

Estimated Price - j-0() _ 7oAp x 100.

^Source: ERS. USDA. Livestock and Meat Situation. May 1963

U i



TABLE 8.--Estimated Maximum Effect of Beef Imports on Domestic Farm Price in
Selected Years.a

Avg. Farm 
Year Price of All 

Beef b

Total Beef Imports 
as a Percentage of 
Domestic Beef 
Production

Percentage 
Domestic 

Reduction in 
Farm Price ,

Estimated 
Price with No 

Imports

Difference in 
Actual and 
Estimated 
Price

Dollars per cwt. Percent ------ Dollars per cwtt
1952 25.7 4.4 7.0 27.7 2.00
1954 17.4 1.8 2.3 18.0 0.6
1957 18.5 3.0 6.2 19.7 1.2
1959 23.9 8.6 13.6 27.7 3.8

aMethod of calculation: Total Beef Imports as a _
Percentage of Beef Production
1.586 (7oAQ) = 7oAP.

Estimated Price = Actual ^ p £~ x 100.

^Source: AMS, USDA, Livestock and Meat Statistics.
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was greater s indicating that any price reduction would be 
more significant to producers than to retailers.

However, there are at least two reasons for believing 
that the preceding calculations overstate the effect of imports 
on both retail and farm price. First, the method used does 
not take into account adjustments in production caused by 
dampened prices due to imports. Second, since beef imports 
are primarily lower grade cuts used in processing, it would
seem that the price elasticity of demand is greater for

■ . ' _ ' - Imports than for domestic supplies because of possible
substitutibility between various classes of low grade meat.
If this were true, the price flexibility coefficient would
necessarily be smaller for imports than for domestic supplies
This indicates that a 1 percent increase in beef imports
would result in less than a 1,15 percent decrease in domestic
retail beef price. This conclusion is consistent with that
of Martin Gerrity of the FAS, USt)A, who writes, "The imported
boneless beef is also used for blending with fatter trimmings,
obtained from domestic sources, which otherwise would not have
been used. Their non-use would have had a price-depressing
effect on fat cattle prices, **

In addition, according to the same author, "Very little 
high grade beef was imported last year [1962], Yet the price

%est Texas Livestock Weekly (San Angelo), June 27, 1963,
p. 10. .



decline which started in November was generally confined' 
to fed cattle. Prices of slaughter cows and cow beef, with

1which beef imports compete, have been very little affected.?g 
This Statement tends to support the conclusion that beef 
imports do not affect beef prices to the degree shown in 
Tables 7 and 8 and that they have very little effect on 
prices of high grade beef.

The price effect of changes in the production of 
other meats and the effect of beef imports on domestic
price should be compared. With a cross flexibility coeffie

2 3cient of -.2 over the relevant range of points, a 5 percent
increase in retail marketings of pork would be required to
reduce beef price by one percent at the retail level. While
the price effect of a given percent change in production of
competing products may be considerably less than that of
the same percent increase in beef imports, the magnitude of
changes in each must be considered.

From 1954 to 1955, United States pork production
increased slightly over 12 percent. With all other factors
constant, beef price would have been depressed by 2.4 percent
according to the cross-elasticity formula. In contrast, beef

c l b l d . . t>. 10.
O - "Pnr°V c* o ’h o o fWritten mathematically as j beef - — q p S H -
3Brandow, p. 33. ,



imports as a percentage of production were 1.51. According 
to the price flexibility formula, imports tended to lower 
beef price by about 1.7 percent. Thus, the effect of 
increased production of pork on the retail beef price is 
estimated to have been greater than the effect of imports 
in 1955. The effect of an increase in the production of 
competing products on beef price may be even greater if the 
increase continues over a period of several years. The 
increase in hog production from 1948 to 1952 was over 20 
percent.^ The cumulative effect of such an increase of pork 
production on beef price at^retail based on cross-flexibilities 
±S' estimated to be about 4 percent.

Whereas changes in beef imports occur In such a manner 
as to tend to stabilize cattle prices, production Of pork or 
other competing products vary in Such a manner that they may 
either stabilize or aggravate cattle price fluctuations.
Fpom 1954 to 1956, hog slaughter rose while cattle slaughter 
also was rising (Figure 11). The reduction in beef prices 
during that period was primarily a function of rising cattle 
slaughter. Among the secondary price making effects, however, 
increasing pork production, according to the price flexbility 
formula, probably exerted a greater effect on beef price at 
retail than did beef imports during that period.

1Livestock and Meat Statistics,, p. 139.
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This conclusion also holds for price effect at the
■ . . . ' , . ....  ' tfarm level. With a cross flexibility coefficient of .̂28, 
the 12 percent increase in hog production from 1954 to
1955 is calculated to have had nearly „ a 3»4 percent decrease

! ■ " '

in beef price at the farm level as compared to a 2.4 percent 
decrease in beef price at the retail, level due to imports. 
While changes in hog production varied in the same direction 
as cattle slaughter, thereby aggravating changes in beef 
prices from 1954 to 1958, it should be recognized that in 
some periods, they change in a countercyclical manner. In 
such cases, changes in pork production also tend to modify 
extreme fluctuations in beef price.

Changes in the production of sheep and poultry may 
also af f ect beef prices in the same manner as changes in the 
volume of pork production, Though the cross flexibility 
coefficients for, these products is less than for pork, . 
the difference in effect is one of degree.

1
Brandow, p, 65,
%According to Brandow, p, 65, cross flexibility 

coefficients at the #Eteis.level are as follows i
Sheep —,036 
Chickens — ,146 
Turkeys — ,025



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The combination of factors including a stable or 
slightly declining export market for United States livestock 
and livestock products, a rising domestic and world live
stock inventory, legislated barriers,against United States 
livestock and meat exports, and steadily increasing United 
States meat imports in recent years has given rise to 
concern by United States livestock producers. This study 
has been designed to answer the following questions brought 
into focus by the import situation:

(1) What are the origins, amounts, and classes of 
meat imported and what proportion of total United 
States beef supply is constituted by imports?

(2) What are United States restrictions on meat 
imports and .how do they'affect meat trade?

(3) What are the relationships between meat imports 
and domestic beef prices?

Since 1957, frozen boneless beef has constituted 
the major share of meat imports. Most of these imports 
originate in Australia and New Zealand as compared to years 
previous to 1957 when most of the beef imports were canned 
beef products from Argentina. Total beef imports (meat plus

60
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meat equivalent of live animal imports) have constituted 
roughly -5.5 to 9.5 percent of total United States supply 
since 1959 which has been a large enough share to cause 
concern to producers.

The foot-and-mouth disease embargo has limited 
imports from most Latin American countries to canned and 
processed meats. Argentina and Uruguay are the two largest 
potential suppliers of beef that are affected by the embargo. 
Though the Department of Agriculture feels that the embargo 
should not necessarily apply to "free •areas”- of such countries, 
producer interests have managed to make such embargoes "country
wide. "

Tariff charges amount to as high as 15 percent of the 
value of meat products. Though such a charge undoubtably 
limits imports somewhat , s the marketing alternat ives of some 
foreign packers is such that they nevertheless find it profit
able to ship to the United States.

Regulations regarding inspection, valuation, classi
fication and marking act as deterrents to trade. The possi
bility of a shipment of meat failing inspection and possible 
delays due to classification or valuation and consequent loss 
due to price decline or failure to meet delivery date are 
subjective factors that must be weighed by the exporter 
before making an international shipment.
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The biological nature of the livestock industry 
combined with conditions approaching pure competition and 
imperfect knowledge tend to cause cyclical fluctuations in 
livestock and meat prices. It was hypothesized that beef 
imports vary with price of beef and thus tend to modify 
extreme highs and lows in the cattle cycle.

It was found that beef imports have, since World 
War II, varied with the price of beef. In addition, a given 
change in retail beef pride is associated with a greater 
change in imports in years since 1957 than in years previous 
to 1957, and a given price change in an upward direction is 
associated with a greater change of imports than is the same 
price change in a downward direction. It was also concluded 
that prices of low grade beef advance relative to high grade 
beef during periods of rising beef prices. In addition, the 
long run trend of low grade beef prices seems to be rising 
relative to high grade beef. These facts partially explain 
the increase in imports of low grade beef in recent years.

The effect of beef imports on domestic prices at 
both the retail and farm level were estimated at various 
Stages of the cattle cycle. The estimated price effects 
of imports are thought to be maximized over the period as 
the estimates do not take into account the changes in cattle 
numbers caused by dampened prices due to the effects of
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imports on producers11 decisions „ Also, the price flexibility 
for imported meats is thought to be less than for domestic 
supplies. Hence, a given increase in imports would have 
less effect on domestic price than would the same increase 
in domestic supplies. This may be partially explained by 
the fact that imported beef supplement s the classes of beef 
%hich the United States does not supply in sufficient quantity 
to meet demand at competitive prices. The conclusion that the 
estimated effects of imports on domestic beef price is over
stated is bolstered by the fact that the price decline which 
began in November 1962 was confined to fat cattle. Very 
little meat of this quality is imported.

Though a given percentage increase in the supply of 
beef due to imports undoubtedly has a greater effect on beef 
price than does a similar increase in production of competing 
products, the magnitude of the change in production of com
peting products may be sufficient to exert a greater effect 
on beef price than do imports. While the timing of the 
production of competing products may amplify the cattle 
cycle, imports tend to modify it.

The conclusions of this study bring into focus areas 
which might be studied in more detail. Since the large 
imports of lew grade meat indicate that United States 
producers are not meeting demand for such meat at competitive 
prices, a study might be made to" investigate costs and returns
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of. the production of low grade beef cattle relative to 
alternatives available to such producers„

Another study might be made to investigate processors1 
procurement policies when domestic supplies of processing beef 
are in short supply. Such a study would, ascertain the extent 
to which processors utilize imported meats. An alternative 
approach might be to trace imported meats from port to destina
tion and use.

/
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APPENDIX TABLE 1,--Gross United.States Meat Exports s .1949-1962.'

Year
Beef and- Veal

Fresh
Frozen Canned Pickled 

& Cured
Total
Beef

.Lamb & 
Mutton - .Pork

Variety^ , Meats' ‘ Other
“Meats

1000 Pounds

Product Weight Basis.

Total

1949 4168 3584 .11851: 19604 787 59649 13920 93960
1950 3015 2144 11360 16519 334 58058 8298 83209
1951 1770 2084 7753 11607 207 82250 3419 8658 106141
1952 3077 1297 10360 14734 374 96756 4345 6132 122341
1953 14898 10743 13090 38731 1313 79408 29029 7508 155989
1954 13015 6287 14522 33824 827 52893 45922 12350 145816
1955 18438 5094 17132 40664 426 66323 69536 10505 187454
1956 68843 4693 15755 89291 583 75571 99427 10094 274966
1957 70853 3219 14464 88536 1313 78000 91179 18429 277457
1958 6811 1703 16258 24772 744 54248 69557 11161 160482
1959 8526 2768 16064 27358 804 70944 91252 9704 200062
1960 10194 2088 17108 29390 1494 68365 121080 7355 228684
1961 10627 1653 17626 29906 1616 68320 123473 12498 235813
1962 9856 2196 15061 27113 2188 63679 124484 11001 228465

Source: ERS :/@#SDA, Foreign Asricultura 1 - Tradê  
1962 and USDA. Agricultural Statistics,.1954 and 1961.

by-cCommoditie s ' Calehdar Year



APPENDIX. TABLE 2.--Gross United States Meat Imports, 1949-1962,'

Year Fresh
Frozen

Beef and Veal
Pickled Total Canned cured Beef

."Lamb & 
Mutton

1000 Pounds-"

Pork
Variety 
, Meat s Other 

Meat s Total

1949 96733 72347 1621 170701 3656 2886 . 6370 183613
1950 82465 12461 3009 210095 3393 35632 8814 257934
1951 105151 153904 65093 324148 6736 48953 3995 3909 387741
1952 103597 120181 60519 284297 6156 62011 1415 4128 358007
1953 47205 100098 12796 160099 3123 146026 1314 3219 313781
1954 17214 85244 23234 125692 2067 170527 605 5218 303504
1955 26163 87120 5231 118514 2252 162239 268 5571 288576
,1956 30829 72727 8304 111860 1372 139395 98 5532 258257
1957 126376 95265 10843 232484 3543 133030 330 15180 384567
1958 358240 113437 6144 477821 23976 182750 2127 141402 828076
1959 524458 94667 7124 626249 56804 174946 2295 96099 956393
1960 413824 76534 938 491296 49737 171314 . 1751 21309 735407
1961 569091 95234 945 665270 55844 173730 23866 918710
1962 863335 83959 526 947820 78169 203782 23125 1252896

Product Weight basis.
Source: -.USDA, Agricultural Statistics 1954 and 1961 and ERS, USDA, U, S. 

Foreign Agricultural Trade by Commodities, Calendar Year 1962.

o\03



APPENDIX.TABLE 3.--Net United States Meat Imports5 1949-1962„a

Beef and Veal .
Year Fresh _  " Pickled Total Mutton Pork - ^ s 7 ^  Total

Frozen tanned. cured Beef

1949 92565 . 68763 -10231
----1000
151097

Pounds — 
2869 - 56763 -7550 89653

1950 79450 122477 - 8351 193576 3059 - 22426 516 174725
1951 103381 151820 57340 312541 6529 - 33287 576 -4749 281600
1952 100520 118884 50159 269563 5782 - 34745 - 2930 -2004 235666
1953 32307 89355 - 294 121368 1810 66618 -27715 -4289 157792
1954 4199 78957 8712 91868 1240 117634 -45317 -7737 157688
1955 7725 82086 -11901 77850 1826 95916 -69268 -5202 101122
1956 -38014 67534 - 7451 22579 789 63824 -99329 -4562 -16709
1957 55523 92046 - 3621 143948 2230 55030 -90849 -3249 107110
1958 351429 117734 -10114 453049 23232 127182 /-67430 130241 667594
1959 515932 91899 - 8940 598891 56000 104002 -123473 11368 756331
1960 403630 74446 -16170 461906 48243 101949 -124484 13954 506723
1961 558464 93581 -16681 635364 54228 105410 -123473 11368 682897
1962 853479 81763 -14535 920707 75981 140103 -124484 12124 1024431

aProduct weight basis.
Sources USDA, .Agricultural Statistics 1954 and 1961 and ERS, USDA, U. S. 

Foreign Agricultural Trade by Commodities Calendar Year 1962.



APPENDIX TABLE 4< — Cdmposition of Meat Imports on a Product Weight Basis s 1949-1962

Meats 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962

"------------------— —  —1—- P ercen t o f  T o ta l- ^ ' : '

Beef 92.96 81.45 83.60 79.41 51.02 41.41 41.07 43.31 60.45 57.70 65.48 66.80 75.02 77.49 
harah &Mutton 2.00 1.32 1.74 1.72 1.00 .68 .78 .53 .92 2.90 5.94 6.76 6.07 6.24
Pork 1.57 13.81 12.63 17.32 46.54 56.19 56.22 53.98 34.59 22.07 18,29 23.30 18.91 16.27
V. Meats - 1.03 .40 .42 .20 .09 .04 .09 .26 .24 .24

. Other* . . .
Meats 3.47 3.42 1.01 1.15 1.02 1.52 1.84 2.14 3.95 17.07 10.05 2.90 -

TOTAL 100, 0 100,0 100^0 100% 0 '100*0 100 .0 100.,0 100, 0 100,0 100,0 '100,0 100.0 '100.0 100.0

. Source: Compiled from USDA, .Agricultural Statistics 1954 and 1961 and EES s USDA$
U. S. Foreign .Agricultural Trade by Commodities. Calendar Year 1962.



APPENDIX TABLE 5. - -Composition of Beef and Veal Imports on a Product WelLght Basis $ 1949-62 „

B^f fnd 1949 195Q .1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962

Percent of Total
Fresh &
Frozen 56.67 39.25 32.44 36.44 29.48 13;.70 22.08 27.56 54.36 74.97 8X75 84.23 85.54 91.09
Canned 42.38 59.32 47.48 42.27 65.52 67.82 73.51 65.02 40.98 23.74 15.12 15.58 14-.32 8,86
P ic k le d  . . . .
& Cured .95 1.43 20.08 21.29 8.00 18.48 4.41 7.42 4.66 1.29 1.33 .29 .14 .05

TOTAL 100,0 100*0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.-0 ioo.,o

- Source* = Compiled from USDA* Agricultural Statistics 1954 and 1961 and ERS, USDAs 
-U. S. Foreign Agricultural Trade by 'Comtnoditi.es Calendar Year 1962.
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APPENDIX TABLE 6.--Beef and Veal--Origin of Imports, 1956.

Origin
Fresh
and

Frozen
Canned

Pickled
and
Cured

Total
Beef
and
Veal

Percentage 
of Total 
Beef and 

Veal Imports

_ 1 nnn Pmimrlc ’ Percentage
Canada 11920 6 11926 10.68
France 28 28 .03
Ireland 4189 . 4189 3.74
Australian 2945 108 3053 2.72
New ’Zealand 4215 4215 3.76
Mexico 6512 6512 5.82
Dorn. Republic 600 129 729 .65
Argentina 364 64718 7871 72953 65.22
Uruguay 3514 216 3730 3.34
Brazil 3052 3052 2.73
Paraguay 1276 1276 1.14
Other L. A. 
Republics

5 88 93 . 08

Others 83 20 103 .09
TOTAL 30828 72727 8304 111859

Percentage 
of Total 27.56 65.02 7.42 100.00

Source: FAS, USDA, Forei-gn AgricuItura 1 Trade of, the
United States by Countries for Calendar Year 1956/
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APPENDIX TABLE 7.— Beef and Veal— Origin of Imports, 1957.

Origin
Fresh
and
Frozen

Canned
Pickled 
: and 
Cured

Total
Beef
and

Veal

Percentage 
of Total 
Beef and 

Veal Imports
----- A if\ k 1*̂ \ . ..... -- . .T><a vyh omf-a nroluuu i ounas ̂ -

Mexico 12875 12875 5.54
Costa Rica 743 743 .32
■Dominican
Republic-'

867 79 946 .41

Argentina 878 74904 10538 86320 37,13
Brazil 3041 118 3159 1.36
Paraguay 5782 5782 2.49
Uruguay 11426 11426 4.91
Other L. A. 
Republics 49 6 108 163 .07

Canada 47412 47412 20.40
'United Kingdom 1559 1559 .67
Ireland 6541 6541 2.81
Australia "5447 51 ' 5498 2.36
New 'Zealand 50005 50005 21.51
Others • 55 55 .02

TOTAL.. ■126376. 95265 10843 232484 ..100.00

Percentage
• of .'.Total ■■ 54.36 40.98 4.66 100.00

■Sources." •FAS, USpA, Foreigri Agricultural Trade of the 
United States.-bv •Countries for Calendar Year 1957.
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APPENDIX TABLE 8.T-Beef and Veal— Oris s s 1958,

Origin
Fresh' • Pickled
and •Canned and 
Frozen- Cured

Total Percentage 
Beef of Total
and Beef and

Veal Veal Imports

1000 Percentage
Mexico 73740 73740 15.43
Dominican
Republic

4072 4072 .85

Brazil 10135 700 10835 2.27
Argentina 84601 5272 ' . 89873 18.82
Paraguay 8911 • 8911 1.86
Uruguay 9464 ' 9464 1.98
Other Lc A, 
. ■Republics

4821 •; 38 171 ■ 5030 1.05

Canada 53177 . 53177 11.13
Ireland 23741 23741 4,97
Australia 16687 ■ 16687 3.50
New Zealand 182002 182002 38.08
Others 289 • 1 290 .06

TOTAL 358240 113438 6144 477822

Percentage 
of Total 74,97 23.74 1,29 100.00

Source; FAS, USDA, Foreign Agricultural Trade of the
United States by Countries for Calendar Year 1958,
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APPENDIX TABLE 9*— Beef and Veal— Origin of Imports, 1959,

Origin
Fresh
•and Canned 
Frozen

Pickled
and
Cured

Total Percentage 
Beef of Total
< .arid Beef and
Veal Veal Imports

1000 Pounds
Mexico 48541 48541 7.75
Paraguay 8751 113 8864 1.42
Brazil 20317 . 488 20805 3.32
Argentina 56476 6435 62911 10.05
Uruguay 8911 8911 1.42
Canada 22319 22319 3,56
Ireland 41977 : 41977 6,70
Australia 223737 223737 35.73
New Zealand 160938 160938 25.70
Others i 26946 212 88 27246' 4.35

TOTAL 524458■ 94667 7124 626249

Percentage 
of Total 83.75 15.12 1.13 100.00

Source; '-FAS, .USDA, ___ _________________
United States hv".'Countries for Calendar Year 1959

Trade of the
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APPENDIX TABLE 10.— Beef and Veal--Origin;of Imports 3 I960,

Origin

Argentina
Brazil
Costa Rica
Dominican
Republic

Mexico
Nicaragua,

Uruguay
Canada
Australia
Ireland
New Zealand
Others

TOTAL

Percentage 
of Total

Fresh ■ pickled
and Canned and 
Frozen Cured

Total Percentage 
Beef cof Total
and : Beef ■arid
Veal Veal Imports

’■==: 1000 Pounds 
46935 ■ ' 618
8417

■15329' .
5488

39042
10033

9732 
10753 

18712 1
143716 690
43615 
130695
7194 16

413824 76534

84.23 15.58

• •S . ;  

129

50

34

102
938

.19

47553
8417
15334
5617

39042
10033
9782
10753
18747
144396
43615
130695
7312

491296

Percentage
9.68
1.71
3.12
1.14

7.95
2.04
1.99
2.19
3.82
29.39
8.88

26.60
1.49

100.00

Source: FAS9 USDA, Foreign Agricultural Trade of the
United States by Countries for Calendar Year 1960.
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APPENDIX TABLE 11.--Beef and Veal— Origin of Imports, 1961. !

Origin

Mexico 
Nicaragua 
Brazil 
Uruguay 
Argentina 
Paraguay 
Ireland 
Australia 
New Zealand 
Canada 
Others 

TOTAL

Fresh Pickled
and Canned and 
Frozen Cured

Total Percentage 
Beef of Total
and Beef and
Veal Veal Imports

53.1
14.5

61,1 
231.8 
153.3
32.1
22.2 

568.1

1,000,000 Pounds

13.7
14.7
56.1
10.1

.4

.6
95.6

,3
,9

53.1 
14.5
13.7
14.7
56.7
10.1 
61.1
232.2
153.3 
32.1 
23.1
664.6

7.99
2.18
2,06
2.21

00 53
1.■52

\ 9,19
34.94
23.07
4.83
3.48

Percentage 
of Total 85.48 14.38

Source: FAS, USDA,
15“62, September 1962.

14 100.00

Agriculture Circular. FLM

/
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APPENDIX TABLE 12.-—Beef and Veal--0rigin of Imports, 1962,

Origin

Australia
Brazil
Canada
Denmark
Ireland
Mexico
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Uruguay
Others

TOTAL

Total
Beef
and
Veal

1000 Pounds 
55900 

444900 
17200 
19400 
7700 
70700 
59300 
213600 
15800 
16100 
50300 
970900

of Total 
Beef and 
Veal Imports

Percentage
5.76

45.82
1.77 
2.00
.79 

7.28 
6.11 
22.00 
1.63 
1.66 y 
5.18 

100.00

May 1963,
Source: ERS, USDA, .Livestock and Meat Situation.
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APPENDIX TABLE 13.--Origin of Imports Other Than Beef and Veal,
.1956 and 1957.

Percentage Lamb 
Origin Pork of Total and

Pork Imports Mutton

percentage 
of Lamb 
and Mutton 
Imports

Other
Meat

1000 lbs. 1000 lbs. 1000 lbs,

1956

Australia 921 67.14 52
New Zealand 407 29.66 58
Canada 51110 36.69 19 1.38 75
Latin America - ‘ - e 4448
Europe 88034 63.20 850
Others 165 .11 25 1.82 -58

TOTAL 139309 100.00 1372 100.00 5541

1957

Australia 1400 39.51 33
New Zealand 1656 46.74 / 1,109
Latin America / 7 5 - VOo 13803
Canada 32170 - 24.18 463 13.07 106
Europe 100648 75.66 . 1137
Others 136 .10 24 .68 10

TOTAL 133029 100.00 3453 100.00 15198

Source: FAS, USDA, Trade of the
United States by Countries for Calendar Years 1956 and 1957.
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APPENDIX 'TABLE 14.— Origitvof Imports Other Than Beef and Veal,
_ . .. 1958 and 1959

Origin
Lamb

Pork of Total and
Pork Imports Hutton

1000 lbs. 1000 lbs

of Lamb 
and Mutton 
Imports

Other
Meat

1000 lbs,

,1958

Australia 
New Zealand

1400
1656

39.51
46.74

33
109

Latin Am. .75 .06 13803
Canada 32170 24.18 463 13.07 106
Europe 100648 75.66 1137
Others 136 .10 24 . 68 10

TOTAL 133029 100.00 3543 100,00 15198

1959

Australia 40623 71.52
New Zealand 12829 22.58 680
Latin Am. - 90669
Canada '61850 33.84 •
Europe 120469 65.92 5.90 3427
Others 432 .24 3352 100.00

TOTAL 182751 100.00 56804 94776

Sources FAS, USDA, Foreign Agricultural Trade of the 
United States by Countries for Calendar Years 1958 and 1959'.
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APPENDIX TABLE 1 5 -Origin of Imports Other Than Beef and Veal,
1960 and 1961

Origin Pork
Percentage 
of Total 

Pork Imports
Lamb
and
Mutton

Percentage 
of Lamb Other 
and Mutton Meat 
Imports

1000 lbsi. 1000 lbs. 1000 lbs.

1960

Australia 38501 77.41 19
New Zealand 9116 18.33 28
Latin Am. 89 . 05 19 . 04 6134
Canada 47097 27.49 79 ,16 137
Europe 120711 70.46 14277
Others 3417 2.00 2021 4.06 714

total 171314 100.00 49736 100.00 21309

1961

Australia 44600 80.07
New 'Zealand 10800 19.39
Latin Am. 100 . 06
Canada '44700 25.73 100 .18 -
Europe 123100 70.87 1 ■ '

Others - 5800 3.34 200 .36
TOTAL 173700 100.00 55700 100.00

Source 
of the United

: 1960 
States

from FAS „ tJSDA. Foreign Agricultural Trade 
by Countries for Calendar Year 1960 and

1961 from Livestock and Meat Situation„ .LMS-130, May 1963.
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/APPENDIX table 16.--Origin of Imports Other Than Beef and Veal

Origin

Australia 
New Zealand 
Latin Am.. 
Canada

Others
TOTAL

"Percentage Lamb 
Pork of Total and

Pork Import s \ Mtit ton

1000 Tbs-;.

100

46800
149000
.7900

203800

.05

22.96
73.11
3.88

100.00

1000 lbs. 
65900 
11100 
100 
500 
200 
300 

78100

Percentage 
o f Lamb 
and Mutton 
Imports

84.38
14.21
,13
.64
.26
.38

100.00

Source: Livestock and Meat Situation, .LMS-T30, .May 1963.


